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Two major triggers which happened last week are worth noting. The weekly charts have formed
a tweezer bottom at 17030 and decisively broken the strong resistance 1t 17330-17370 zone.
This confirms that the Inverted H&S is working and the Index is moving towards the target of
17890 around 1000 points from the neckline at 16890. As expected, the first target of 17650 is
reached and has resulted in a strong candle on weekly charts. In addition, the oscillators are
turning to show positive signs. Market expectations of an end of war is evident from the price
action.
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While this positive outlook is expected to continue, there are a few hurdles ahead. The Index is
likely to enter another congestion zone between 17470-17870. If the momentum continues we
may see attempt of 18130. On the down side we see reasonable support at 17330-17470 zone.
Any dip towards 17270-17330 could see fresh buying interest. Till we see a close below 17330
the market may continue to be biddish.
Are we through with all hardships and potential risks/threats? It appears that the market seems
to ignore or these are differed for a couple of weeks. Mid-week assessment may be required as
300-400 points move on a single day (seen often nowadays) could alter the course.
Bank Nifty:
A decisive break of 36700 has opened the doors for an attempt of 38k.Bank Nifty can distort the
charts with one quick moves. The overall picture has turned positive and above 38k we may see
scaling Feb high of 39400.
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USDINR
A close below 76.10 makes a case for further downside. However, the support at 75.45 is
considered as strong. Expect a range trade between 75.50 and 77.00 with a pivot at 76.30. On a
braider picture the pair is expected to consolidate between 75 & 77. Next two or three weeks are
critical.
Gold
Precious metal has entered into a tight trap between 1870-1950. There can be sharp moves within
this range. Only on break of either side we can get clues for further direction and the target. The
weekly charts still show a partially bearish outlook.
Crypto
After nearly 3 months of range trading and consolidation the Crypto currencies seem break the
upside similar to the positive outlook seen on equities. Has potential for 10% gain before a
correction/consolidation. Since the beginning of 2021, only on three occasions the Crypto is seen
in a trading range of 15% on either side though currently at an elevated level.
Crude
Good to see the oil prices cooling. The chances of choppiness expected to continue as disorder
is the order of the season. Only a close below 90 can signal that the war is over. Technically
Crude moving towards 70 is possible provided this monthly close is below 90. There is still a long
way to go. However, the upside risk is capped as long as we see the crude trade below 110.
Things seem to revert back to normalcy. However, the risk that we are living in a made to believe
times.
Stay safe
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